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Characterizing Task-Based Human–Robot
Collaboration Safety in Manufacturing
Jeremy A. Marvel, Member, IEEE, Joe Falco, and Ilari Marstio

Abstract—A new methodology for describing the safety of
human–robot collaborations is presented. Taking a task-based
perspective, a risk assessment of a collaborative robot system
safety can be evaluated offline during the initial design stages.
This risk assessment factors in such elements as tooling, the nature
and duration of expected contacts, and any amortized transfer
of pressures and forces onto a human operator. Risk assessments
of example tasks are provided for illustrative purposes.
Index Terms—Collaborative work, human–machine interaction, manufacturing automation, risk analysis, safety.

I. I NTRODUCTION
REVAILING visions of the future of manufacturing depict
environments in which robots and humans work amicably
to complete collaborative tasks (see [1]). Modern manufacturing practices, however, enforce a strict separation of man and
machine due to a disproportionate distribution of power that
may lead to significant workplace injuries. A majority of such
injuries have historically been the result of an operator making
physical contact with the robot when he was not supposed to
(see [2]–[4]). In many of these incidents, safety protocols were
absent, disabled, or temporarily bypassed. The integration of
machines in a human-centric world requires proven safety and
a better understanding of the nature and risks of human–robot
collaboration.
Planning collaborative tasks requires a juxtaposition of
detailed knowledge of the tasks at hand plus an understanding of the risks involved with the task-centric collaboration.
Describing tasks at the planning level is an active field of ontological research, and numerous paradigms have been presented
to enable automated task planning (see [5] for service robots),
restructuring (see [6]), sustainability evaluation (see [7]), and
optimization (see [8]). Such efforts rarely include the planning
and acknowledgment of safety concerns resulting from the
physical interactions between humans and robots. Safety systems should take as inputs the machines and their capabilities,
the tooling and fixturing, and the workpieces.
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This paper presents a methodology for the offline evaluation
of human–robot collaborative tasks utilizing planning-stage
risk assessments and performance characterizations prior to
bringing the collaborative application online. The robots under
consideration are industrial arms and manipulators. Candidate
tasks of manufacturing applications are described in terms
of the collaborative nature of the tasks, requisite hardware
(including grippers, tooling, and fixtures), motion profiles, and
potential hazards. This methodology differs from more traditional risk assessments in that we present an activity-based
evaluation of risks rather than an environment-based hazard
review. Here, the task decomposition and evaluation focuses
on the manufacturing collaborative process. However, the same
may also be applied to additional phases of operation, including robot programming, or as part of a risk assessment for
accidental contact.
Section II provides a brief overview of human–robot interactions (HRI), including a discussion of the current guidelines
for collaborative industrial robotics. Section III establishes a
basis for task-based robot safety. Section IV introduces an
ontology for collaborative tasks, while Section V details how
that ontology is used as part of a risk assessment and abatement. An example case study is presented in Section VI
to illustrate the application of the ontology to a collaborative process from task decomposition through risk abatement.
Throughout the document we use an illustrative example to
demonstrate the application of the ontology and risk minimization methodology.
II. H UMAN –ROBOT I NTERACTION
The history and applications of HRI are both vast and varied, and have been covered extensively in dedicated reviews
and surveys (see [9], [10]). This section serves to introduce
the broad concept of human–robot interaction in the context
of manufacturing applications.
It has been argued that effective and meaningful HRI in
collaborative tasks requires mutual understanding [10]. Some
have interpreted this to include a theory of mind in which
the robot attempts to model the intent of its human coworker
through situational awareness and contextual clues. Such clues
include natural language or dialogue (see [11]), gaze or attention inference (see [12]), and biomechanical and biochemical
feedback (e.g., anxiety [13]). A substantial portion of collaboration research has focused on the human-centric cues that
make effective communication in human-human collaborative
tasks possible. It seems only natural that similar mechanisms
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TABLE I
I NJURY C RITERIA AND B ODY M ODELS F ROM E ARLY D RAFTS OF ISO TS 15066 [22]. C LAMPING /S QUEEZING F ORCE (CSF), I MPACT F ORCE (IMF),
AND P RESSING C ROSS S ECTIONS (P RESSURE /S URFACE P RESSING , PSP) L IMITS A RE P ROVIDED F OR S EVERAL R EGIONS OF THE B ODY (a),
W ITH THE D ISTINCTIONS B ETWEEN THE T WO B EING C HARACTERIZED BY D URATION AND M AGNITUDE (b)

apply to human–robot collaborations, where the interactions
themselves are the foci of the robot systems. An alternative
to modeling the complex human psyche (see [14]) focuses
instead on a deeper understanding of the nature of each
collaborative task (see [15], [16]). Such approaches tend to
be narrowly focused on single-purpose results pertaining to
goals such as safety, ease of programming, and production
throughput.
Four degrees of interaction between a human operator and
an industrial robot have been identified for collaboration [17].
1) Independent: The human and the robot operate on
separate workpieces without collaboration.
2) Synchronous: The human and the robot operate on
sequential components of the same workpiece.
3) Simultaneous: The human and the robot operate on
separate tasks on the same workpieces at the same time.
4) Supportive: The human and the robot work cooperatively in order to complete the processing of a single
workpiece.
Of these four, simultaneous and supportive tasks are
expected to have the highest potential for risk of injury resulting from collisions between the robot and the human operator.
The actual evaluations of potential hazards are performed
during the risk assessment (e.g., as described in [18]).
Pervez and Ryu [19] provide a good overview of the
implementations and assessments of the safety of the robot’s
independent underlying technologies. In more general terms of
manufacturing, robotic manipulators are expected to adhere to
established international and national robot safety standards.
In 2011, the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) revised the language of their robot safety standards [20], [21] to accommodate four new safe collaborative

operational modes: safety-rated monitored stop; speed and separation monitoring (SSM); hand-guiding; and power and force
limiting (PFL). These four operational modes are described in
ISO technical specification (TS) 15066 [22].
The safety of collaborative systems has typically been
characterized as a boolean metric: either the robot made contact with an obstacle or it did not. The PFL component
of ISO TS 15066 addresses the physical impact between
man and machine, and the factors directly relating to the
transfer of pressure and force between the two. The current
(as of Spring, 2013) metric for PFL is the onset of pain, though
previously it was defined by the onset of injury (see Table I).
In prior work [23], a generalized means of characterizing the
safety of a system was provided that evaluated the robot in
terms of mass, speed, and potential severity of impact. Other
studies have focused on impact force (see [24], [25]), separation distance (see [26]), velocity and robot configuration
(see [27]), and inertia (see [28], [29]). The following sections
draw inspiration from all of these approaches, and present a
methodology for describing and assessing the risks of human–
robot collaborative tasks. The motivating factor is the output of
the interaction rather than the interaction itself, and is therefore
tuned to the industrial manufacturing problem.
Applications of HRI in manufacturing are ultimately limited by the mechanisms by which operator safety is ensured.
Physical barriers separating humans and machines are the
de facto means for ensuring operator safety by limiting the
potential interactions between man and machine. For interactive HRI, operator safety is ultimately dependent on the
technologies used to detect humans in the shared space.
For ISO TS 15066, it is assumed that presence-sensing
sensors for SSM meet the requirements of [21], which
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specifies that all electro-sensitive protective equipment is
compliant with International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) standards [30], [31]. Of particular importance is
IEC/TS 62046 [31], which enumerates the technologies that
are currently suitable as the sole means of protection as
being laser detection and ranging devices, light curtains, and
pressure-sensitive mats. Passive infrared devices are mentioned, but as they are not standardized are not considered
reliable. Acceptable sensing technologies for robot safety are
either 1-D or 2-D in terms of their detection zones. Many
passive infrared and camera-based systems have 3-D detection zones, but, as mentioned previously, are unacceptable as
sole protective devices according to the international standards.
Moreover, another major limitation is that these sensing technologies are not specific to humans, but instead only detect
intrusions of objects into a protected zone.
III. TASK -BASED S AFETY
A point of concern of human–robot interaction involves distinguishing collaborative tasks from noncollaborative tasks.
Collaborative tasks such as moving the robot’s tool center point (TCP) through direct physical contact (i.e., handguiding) necessitate co-location, simultaneous efforts, relaxed
or absent physical barriers, and working together to achieve
a common goal. The human’s actions with the robot extend
beyond conventional robot control mechanisms (e.g., jogging
the TCP via a teach pendant), but rather serve to interact with
the robot as it works on some task.
The risk assessment is a critical component of understanding the potential risks of designing robot cells. The need for
a risk assessment applies to both developing new cells, and
repurposing an existing cell for a new task where the hazards,
required training, or safety controls have changed. The risk
assessment identifies the underlying hazards inherent in the
equipment or processes. The assessment process is a function
of the implied dangers with some assignment of type or severity of injury. Haddadin et al. [32] proposed an integration of
injury knowledge of impact events into the risk assessment
of the physical design of robots, tools, and part components.
Distinguishing between the safety of a robot and the safety of
a robot system is a major shift in approaching robot safety.
The semantic differences are subtle, but are important for limiting liability. The safety of a robot is limited to only the
robot and its controller, where the safety of a robot system
extends to controllable equipment outside the robot manufacturer, including external hardware such as tooling and stored
energy sources.
A missing component of both the safety and new risk assessment models is an understanding of the risks involved with
the task itself. All processes, tools, and environments involve
an element of risk. Blunt force impacts, lacerations, slips,
trips, falls, and exertion injuries from poor ergonomics (e.g.,
pushing, pulling, bending, and twisting) are inherent in most
manufacturing tasks. Understanding the impacts of these risks
allows the design of workcells and processes that minimize
potential injuries. By decomposing a task to its atomic elements, discrete events and task components can be assessed

independently. As an example, Tan et al. [33] present a method
to determine the individual collaboration task roles of an entire
manufacturing process. They propose a hierarchical approach
for task decomposition to assign subtasks to humans or robots.
In their approach, safety is presented as potential collision
hazards, but the safety of the task itself is not considered.
IV. O NTOLOGY FOR TASK C LASSIFICATION
We have defined an informal ontology to describe the nature
of the interactions of task-oriented collaborations. This ontology does not follow the strict guidelines of, for instance, the
ontology web language (OWL, [34]). The reasoning behind
this is two-fold. First, integrators and manufacturers do not
use formal descriptive languages [e.g., planning domain definition language (PDDL) [35]] to describe task functions when
performing their risk assessments. Instead, representations are
simple, and tend toward plain English language descriptors
(see [36]). Second, because the risk assessment process typically occurs only once (i.e., prior to the initiation of a new
activity within a workcell), this ontology needs only to capture
the initial state of an anticipated interaction.
In contrast to more traditional implementations, this ontology does not require strict formality in its representations
and relationships. This property allows the ontology to be
more flexible in its implementation, and enables the integration of its structures and characterizations into a risk matrix
(see [18], [37]) as part of a traditional risk assessment.
The risk assessment breaks each task into events (discrete
motion steps and actions of a task) as described in Section V.
Each event is assessed based on its subjects (the physical
components of the task) and predicates (the properties and
capabilities of the task subjects). Hazardous steps are identified, and may be isolated or replanned to minimize risk.
Isolation focuses on removing the hazard by separating the
human and the robot, and may consist either of installing
additional safeguards or reconfiguring the task’s collaboration
such that simultaneous or supportive tasks are independent
or synchronous, instead. Replanning intrinsically reduces the
hazard through a redesign of the task steps, and may involve
additional or reconfigured tooling, steps, or controls.
For our purposes, we define a robot workcell as the space
within which a manufacturing task is performed by one or
more robots. The workcell includes all of the tools, personnel,
and materials needed to complete a given task. In traditional
industrial robotics, the confines of a workcell are physical barriers that strictly delineate the regions in which the robots and
human operators could work. As modern installations evolve,
however, these barriers become increasingly ethereal.
We now revisit the workcell definition and describe it in
terms of components summarized in Table II. A collaborative
workcell consists of two or more agents. These agents may be
either robot systems or humans. Robot systems are comprised
of one or more robots, their attached tooling, a base, and any
additional support equipment. Depending on the nature of the
collaboration, there may exist zero or more humans in the collaborative robot workspace. From a system perspective, these
humans have associated attributes such as names and roles,
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TABLE II
S UBJECTS (PARTS , S TRUCTURES , E QUIPMENT, AND P EOPLE ) A SSOCIATED W ITH A G IVEN I NTERACTION W ITHIN A W ORKCELL

as well as any tools or equipment they bring with them into
the workcell. Also included are static fixtures (e.g., scaffolds
or tables) and task stations (i.e., locations within the workspace
dedicated to specific tasks). Workpieces(s) are expected to be
within the workcell while the robot is performing its task,
and consist of the principal component and any subcomponents. Also included in the workcell are any tools associated
with the task and dedicated safeguards (physical barriers and
sensors) intended to maintain operator safety.
This definition of the collaborative workcell does not necessitate the presence of robots. This is due to the nature of
evaluating only the task-based safety of a given process.
Moreover, it reflects the expected evolution of human-scale
automation [38] in which manufacturing features tasks in
which a human or a robot may be employed without requiring
changes in tooling, processes, or safeguards.

of time spent correcting or compensating for errors rather
than productively working (which might also impact production quantity goals). The effects of timing asynchronies on
supportive collaborations are more difficult to quantify. Error
compensation occurs inline with the task actions and is thus
difficult to separate. Moreover, timing and process errors may
also introduce new hazards during supportive collaborations.
This places an increased burden on process engineers and
robot programmers to add additional safeguards and intelligent
robustness against all foreseeable impacts on both safety and
process quality. Enabling robot agility by increasing machine
intelligence to automatically recognize and compensate for
process errors is anticipated to play an increasing role as
their integration into human-occupied environments grows.
However, increased faith in such autonomous solutions also
requires new evaluative test methods to simultaneously verify
safe functionality.

A. Degree of Collaboration
The risks associated with the collaborative task are evaluated according to the predicates and values given in Table III.
The description of the collaborative task begins with the nature
of the collaboration, as indicated by one of the four degrees
of collaboration from [17], previously discussed in Section II:
independent, synchronous, simultaneous, or supportive. These
four degrees of collaboration establish the base nature of
the collaboration, and set the stage for further factors that
will need to be taken into consideration for evaluating the
task-based safety. Collaborative tasks require some level of
colocation, so even the independent scenarios have a degree
of associated risk. The distinguishing characteristic between
them the nature of that interaction.
Depending on the nature of the collaboration, minor process errors can impact the collaborative tasks in different
ways. For instance, if the human operator works too slowly
or makes mistakes, the timing and successful completion of
the robot’s efforts may be impacted. Similarly, if the robot’s
timing is off or performs outside of its tolerance specifications, a human operator or another robot may be required to
compensate. With independent, synchronous, and simultaneous collaborations, these impacts can be measured in terms

B. Tooling
At the heart of any robotic manufacturing task are the tools
used to complete work, which may be described in a myriad of
ways. For instance, tools may be described either by their features (see [39]) or their functionality (see [40]). To maintain a
safe working environment, both should be specified as part of
the risk assessment. Tool features describe the physical characteristics of the tools, and include whether said tool is rigid,
flexible, or articulated; blunt or edged; and powered or unpowered. Tool features are described in terms of their compliance
(i.e., stiff, elastic, plastic, or articulated) and power (powered
or unpowered). A tool’s function is described in terms of the
physical interaction and intended use. Interactions are classified as direct contact or noncontact, and are further described
in terms of how they interact (i.e., push, pull, lift, grasp, or
disperse). Tool uses describe the intended purpose of the interaction, and can be classified as adding (i.e., adding material to
the surface of a component), connecting, moving, removing,
inspecting, or heating.
Features and functions are combined to describe a tool during a collaborative task. For instance, a metal inert gas welding
tool would be described as stiff, powered electric, contact
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TABLE III
P REDICATES D ESCRIBING THE C APABILITIES AND C OMMON H AZARDS OF THE TASK S UBJECTS

dispersing, connecting, a pneumatic paint sprayer would be
stiff, powered pneumatic, noncontact dispersing, adding, a
vacuum gripper for palletizing would be elastic, powered
pneumatic, contact lifting, moving, and a ruby-tipped stylus probe would be stiff, unpowered, contact pushing, and
inspecting. It is generally assumed that tooling for intentional

interactions during human–robot collaboration is limited for
specific applications such as training, assembly, and assisted
lifting. Tools that potentially result in physical harm (e.g.,
blades, grinding wheels, and welding tips) should be avoided
during close-quarters work, and will likely require independent
or synchronous collaborations. An alternative to restructuring
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the collaboration separation involves changing tool designs or
types, task processes (e.g., using nontoxic adhesives rather
than welding), or even having the human perform certain task
components to reduce the risk of hazards.
C. Physical Interaction
Beyond the hazards of the tooling, the physical interactions
between the robot and human have historically been the leading factors of robot-related workspace injury [3]. The transfer
of forces and pressures from machine to object (applied), and
vice versa (incurred), may lead to direct and tertiary injury as
part of the normal task process. When such transfers occur,
they can be assessed in terms of their expected highest magnitude of the forces, torques, and pressures applicable to both the
task and the potential hazards. Moreover, the types of transfer
of forces and pressures are describable as being impacts (force
applications with subsequent retractions or reductions in force)
or compressions (extended force applications with delayed
retractions), and the application of forces and pressures (i.e.,
constant, ramping, or pulsed; pulsed applications, which can
be further characterized as being regular or irregular), may
also lead to additional hazards.
In this analysis, the point of contact between the robot and
human is generally considered to be the most likely site of
localized injury. Resistance to injury and tolerance to pain
vary between individuals and by regions of the body [22].
Moreover, depending on the contact state (constrained or free
body) and contact edge (sharp or blunt), the limits on force,
torque, and pressure will go up or down accordingly, and many
localized injuries can be avoided by rounding sharp edges or
increasing the area of possible contact points.
These physical interaction descriptors are then chained
together much the same way as the tool features and functions. For instance, a steady tapping motion of a 1 mm probe
against the surface of a table can be classified as, applied,
impact, pulsed regular, sharp, constrained, at 50 N. In contrast,
a 15 mm ball bearing dropped onto a table could be classified as, “applied, impact, pulsed irregular, blunt, constrained,
at 30 N, 300 mm/s, for 0.08 s duration” followed by “applied,
compression, constant, blunt, constrained, at 0.6 N.”
D. Task Ergonomics
When a human is directly involved with a task, ergonomics
has a direct impact on not only the operator’s comfort, but
on the operator’s health and wellbeing. Repetitive strain or
deep-tissue injury [41] may result in incorrect ergonomics,
and should therefore also be included in the application
assessment. Several quantitative (albeit subjective) metrics for
ergonomics that map physical exertion to the perception of
pain (e.g., Borg’s ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) [42],
category of scale with ratio properties, CR10 [43], and
CR100 [44]) have been proposed, and such functions are often
included in addition to other risk assessments (e.g., the automotive assembly worksheet [45]) for workspace and process
evaluation (see [46]). For tasks or events that do not involve
humans, the topic of ergonomics is not applicable.

Fig. 1. Task decomposition ordinate hierarchy in which the ordinate-0 main
goal is completed by following the ordinate-1 sub-goals that represent discrete
stages of the manufacturing process. Ordinate-2 and -3 steps compose the tasklevel instructions and low-level motion primitives, respectively, to complete
the ordinate-1 sub-goals.

To capture the potential risks associated with ergonomics,
a task may be characterized by any number of stress or
strain-related factors. When assessing the potential impact
on the knees, legs, back, or feet, we consider the required
or expected human posture of the workforce (standing or
kneeling/squatting). Moreover, similar to the functionality of
the tooling involved with a task, when considering the human
body as a tool, the manual material handling (e.g., carrying,
lifting, pushing, or pulling), the manual action duration, and
the manual action load should also be assessed.
V. R ISK A SSESSMENT AND A BATEMENT
For a given task, the various atomic subtasks and actions
should be segmented and assessed independently to determine each step’s potential risk severity. In this section, we
describe the process for task decompositions and, subsequently, assessing and abating the risks associated with that
task.
A. Task Decomposition
A key step to assessing task-based safety is to identify
all subtasks necessary to complete a given process. Using an
extension of the Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) [47] similar
to those proposed by Tan et al. [33] and Woodman et al. [48],
a task can be decomposed into the ordinate steps that compose
the task process plan (Fig. 1).
0: The main goal of the task, which consists of a plan
of sub-ordinate steps that describe high-level sub-goals
used to complete a product or finished sub-component.
1: High-level sub-goals that represent the steps necessary
to complete important milestone stages of a process, but
do not constitute finished products, themselves.
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Fig. 2. Simplified illustration of a valve body subassembly. The cutaway
(left) shows the component parts of the subassembly in order of insertion
into the valve cylinder opening (top): the valve activation spring, the spool
valve, and then the solenoid.

2: Low-level steps required to complete the high-level subgoals, and consist largely of motion primitives and base
actions.
3: Joint-, tool-, and sensor-level steps that are required to
complete the low-level motion primitives described in
ordinate-2.
Scoping these ordinates is not a trivial task, and proper care
should be taken when developing the HTA. It is important
to note that ordinate-0 goals result in a finished component,
which may or may not necessarily be a finished product.
Therefore, ordinate-0 goals should be considered discrete processes performed at a manufacturing station that result in
some output for subsequent input to a manufacturing station.
As such, an entire manufacturing process may be composed
of several ordinate-0 goals chained together. For example,
the construction of an automobile would most likely consist of several thousand ordinate-0 goals such as attach front
windshield, or insert rear seat assembly. The creation of
these subcomponents, may likewise be composed of several
ordinate-0 goals, but are not directly linked to the process of
final vehicle assembly.
In many cases, knowledge of parts and tools can be used
to automatically generate and populate hazard fields. For
example, when pairing a task decomposition with an existing knowledge database, known hazards associated with the
workpieces should be linked with ordinate-1 tasks. To illustrate, if it is known that a workpiece has sharp edges, this
information can be used to automatically generate fields for
cutting and stabbing hazards. Similarly, tools and processes, if
known, should be specified for each ordinate-2 subtask. These
tools and processes may be cross-referenced for repetitive
subtasks.
While scoping a task to ordinate-3 (or beyond) may be necessary for intelligent, agile robot planning and optimization,
it does not provide useful insight to the task-based safety of
an operation. For example, defining the insertion depth of a
rod or the target torque on a bolt are necessary for assessing
the termination conditions of an assembly action, but are not
directly related to the safety of the process. We suggest, for

the purpose of task decomposition for collaborative safety, that
a given goal be reduced no further than ordinate-2.
As an example, we consider the simple case of assisted
valve body subassembly, in which a series of valve activation springs and spool valves are inserted into the valve
subassembly plate (Fig. 2). The assembly process consists
of the subassembly plate being fitted with springs and spool
valves into four spool channels, and then handed off to the
next station for the final assembly of the transmission valve
body. There are four spring-spool pairs that must be inserted.
For this task, the human is responsible for inserting the springs
into the valve cylinder, while the robot inserts the spool valves.
The robot was chosen for the spool valve insertion to reduce
the likelihood and severity of potential parts damage resulting
from the binding of the metal components. For this process,
the task decomposition is as follows.
1. Valve body subassembly:
1.1. Fixture subassembly plate:
1.1.1. Hold channel plate such that the inner bolt
holes are facing upward and are on the left
edge.
1.1.2. Align plate outer bolt holes with fixture pegs.
1.1.3. Gently lower plate onto pegs to secure it in
place.
1.2. Insert spring #1:
1.2.1. Align spring with valve cylinder opening.
1.2.2. Drop spring into cylinder.
1.3. Insert spring #2:
1.3.1. Align spring with valve cylinder opening.
1.3.2. Drop spring into cylinder.
1.4. Insert spool valve #1:
1.4.1. Align spool with valve cylinder opening.
1.4.2. Insert spool into valve cylinder opening.
1.5. Insert spring #3:
1.5.1. Align spring with valve cylinder opening.
1.5.2. Drop spring into cylinder.
1.6. Insert spool valve #2:
1.6.1. Align spool with valve cylinder opening.
1.6.2. Insert spool into valve cylinder opening.
1.7. Insert spring #4:
1.7.1. Align spring with valve cylinder opening.
1.7.2. Drop spring into cylinder.
1.8. Insert spool valve #3:
1.8.1. Align spool with valve cylinder opening.
1.8.1. Insert spool into valve cylinder opening.
1.9. Insert spool valve #4:
1.9.1. Align spool with valve cylinder opening.
1.9.2. Insert spool into valve cylinder opening.
2. Evaluate subassembly:
2.1. Evaluate free motion:
2.1.1. Push down on each spool valve to verify free
motion of all valves.
2.2. Evaluate sitting/insertion depth:
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TABLE IV
R ISK M ATRIX U SED B Y THE NATIONAL I NSTITUTE OF S TANDARDS AND T ECHNOLOGY ’ S E NGINEERING L ABORATORY F OR A SSESSING H AZARDS

2.2.1. Measure distance from the lip of each valve
cylinder opening to the top of the respective
spool valve to verify insertion depth.
Once completed, the transmission valve body subassembly
is passed to the next workstation, where it is integrated onto the
transmission’s valve body channel plate. At the next station,
a solenoid cable assembly is connected to the transmission
valve body assembly, and the entire assembly is attached to
the automatic transmission prior to being coupled to the engine
block.
Here we have provided the step-by-step instructions for
making a valve-body subassembly. Notice, however, that there
are no roles or indications of timing assigned to the various
subtasks. Evaluating the task decomposition, it is not immediately clear where and how the collaborative elements manifest.
Such information can be added to the task decomposition to
enable more accurate risk assessments.
Recall that the human is responsible for inserting the springs
while the robot is expected to insert the valve spools. As such,
for subtasks 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.7, we can add the tag (human),
and add (robot) to subtasks 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 1.9. These tags
apply to all subordinates unless otherwise noted.
Also, note that the task scheduling calls for springs #1 and
#2 to be inserted prior to the insertion of the first spool. Based
on Fig. 2 and what is known of the assembly process, we
know that spring #1 must be inserted before spool #1. We
also see that the insertion of spring #2 does not impact the
ability to insert spool #1. We may thus assume that spool #1
may be inserted simultaneous to the insertion of spring #2.
The ordering of tasks generally implies a temporal order of
operations. For example, subtask 1.3 happens after subtask 1.2.
For cases of simultaneity, we may add notes denoting such to
other subtasks or substeps. For example, subtask 1.4 may be
noted that it occurs simultaneous to subtask 1.3.
1.3. Insert spring #2 (human):
1.3.1. Align spring with valve cylinder opening.
1.3.2. Drop spring into cylinder.
1.4. Insert spool valve #1 (robot, simultaneous 1.3).
Similar role and temporal order applications can thus be
applied throughout the entire task.
Based on this additional metadata, we are now better
prepared to perform the risk assessment.

B. Risk Assessment
As part of the risk assessment process, risk matrices help
end users and integrators identify highest priority hazards that
may result in injury. Risk matrices assign a hazard priority
based on the combination of the worst-case expected severity
of an injury and the likelihood that said injury will occur. For
example, if a potential injury is expected to be minor, at worst,
and unlikely to actually occur, then there is a low risk of injury.
The risk matrix given in Table IV, from the American National
Standards Institute’s (ANSI) Z10 standard [49], is used by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Engineering Laboratory as part of a first-level hazard review
process for new laboratories, testbeds, and research activities.
Different organizations may use alternative risk matrices per
their organizations’ policies. For instance, this methodology
does not factor in the likelihood of detectability of hazards
(see [50]). In this report, we will use the risk matrix given in
Table IV in an illustrative case study in Section VI.
Risk severity is assessed on a scale of 1 to 4, where 1 is low
risk, and 4 is high risk. A value of 0 may be assigned only
when the potential for injury is impossible. The risk severity
for the combined task is the maximum value of all associated
subtasks. For instance, if steps 1 through 5 of a given 7-step
task have risk level 1, while steps 6 and 7 have severity 3 and 2,
respectively, then the task’s total risk severity is 3. We believe
that the total risk for a collaborative task should be at most 1.
A risk severity of 2 may be acceptable in some organizations
and settings, but would ideally be reduced to 1 by means of
risk abatement. Risk severities greater than 2 are unacceptable
for any collaborative task. Note that this methodology is used
to identify and assess the risks of a given task, only, and does
not assess the total risk of the system or take into account an
organization’s risk tolerance (see [51]). Such considerations
are important, but are beyond the scope of this process.
The process for identifying risks is largely guided by the
task decomposition paired with the ontology discussed in
Section IV. Each ordinate-2 subtask is evaluated using the
descriptive predicate table (Table III), with the applicable fields
identified and the known magnitudes specified. These then
draw attention to potential hazards, which are then assessed
using Table IV. Note that the hazards listed in Table III are
common to the tasks covered in this methodology. Additional
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Fig. 3. Simplified decision flowchart for prompting the user for risk assessment information regarding the force transfer and force type data fields. Following
the population of these fields, the process tree then forwards the user to evaluate either process speed or force application fields.
TABLE V
T RANSMISSION VALVE B ODY S UBASSEMBLY S UBTASK 1.2.2 (D ROP S PRING I NTO C YLINDER ) R ISK A SSESSMENT

hazards may exist. Refer to relevant documentation such as a
material data safety sheet (MSDS) or tool instruction manual
to identify these hazards.
Data entry for the risk assessment is historically a manual process carried out by a safety officer and/or a process
engineer. Due to the formalization of an ontology for taskbased risk assessments, however, the population of forms can
be guided by software tools that prompt the user for specific
inputs in plain English and simultaneously validate the inputs
as they are entered. For instance, when evaluating force transfer, the decision tree for specifying and entering inputs can
be implemented as shown in Fig. 3. In this flowchart, the
decision rules are fairly simple, but can capture the nature

of some of the possible physical hazards associated with a
given subtask. Additional inputs or database lookups can be
used to automatically populate the Force Magnitude field. For
instance, the worst-case magnitude of the force transfer can be
approximated using known properties of the robot, workpiece,
and process parameters. Otherwise the safety officer may enter
magnitudes based on estimated injury criterion (see [52]).
For subtasks 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 1.9 in our valve body subassembly example, let us assume that the robot is holding the
spool valve by a single point-of-contact steel vacuum gripper
with a bellowed rubber tip. In contrast, the human operator is
only using his hands to pick up, carry, and insert the springs
into the valve cylinder opening. The steel springs have sharp
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TABLE VI
T RANSMISSION VALVE B ODY S UBASSEMBLY S UBTASK 1.4.2 (I NSERT S POOL I NTO VALVE C YLINDER O PENING ) R ISK A SSESSMENT

points at both ends of the wide coil, and the spool valves are
smooth, cast aluminum with rounded edges.
Despite its brevity, there are a considerable number
of ordinate-3 subtasks to evaluate. To illustrate the risk
assessment and abatement procedures, we will provide as
exemplars the details of subtasks 1.2.2 and 1.4.2. Tables V
and VI illustrate the predicates and risk assessments of subtasks 1.2.2 and 1.4.2, respectively. Each of these tables is
derived from Table III, and the potential hazards are assessed
using the risk matrix given in Table IV.
Because the human’s subtask of inserting the valve activation spring does not involve the use of tools, there is no
risk of tool-related injury, while there exists the possibility of
injury from the robot’s pneumatic gripper. Moreover, while the
human is performing his subtasks, he is just as likely to hit
the robot as the robot is to hit him. In either event, there is the
potential for occasional impact, although the risk of injury is
minor. Using our risk matrix in Table IV, the combination of
occasional occurrence and minor severity, the potential hazard
is ranked as low for both Tables V and VI.
Instead, the greatest risk of injury stems from the parts
and processes of the assembly. For subtask 1.2.2, there is the
potential for cutting or stabbing of the human operator’s hands
by the sharp ends (contact edge—sharp) of the spring. Even
though such injuries are expected to occur, at most, only occasionally, there is the potential for moderate severity given the
sensitivity of the hands. Similarly, there is a risk of pinching
injury during subtask 1.4.2 based on several factors.
1) The robot is applying force to perform the assembly
(force transfer—applied).
2) The applied forces are of a compressive nature (force
type—compression).
3) The subassembly plate is fixtured on a table (contact
state—constrained).
4) The parts being assembled are rounded (contact edge—
blunt).

For each, there is a remote possibility that the human’s
hands could be pinched between the spool valve and the
subassembly plate while the human is working near the robot.
This risk of injury is expected to have, at most, moderate severity. Using the risk matrix in Table IV, both the cutting/stabbing
hazard (Table V) and the pinching hazard (Table VI) are given
medium risk severities.
Based on the task decomposition for the valve body subassembly, we see that a number of subtasks are either repeated
or directly related to other subtasks. While this may not
necessarily be the case for all collaborative tasks, it does
occur often enough that the risk assessment process is simplified through repetition and derivation. Moreover, even in
cases where the products and processes of a given manufacturing plant are prone to change between model years,
the actual subtasks are not expected to change significantly.
This allows for the risk assessments to be recorded and, in
many instances, reused, further simplifying the risk assessment
process.
C. Risk Abatement
This severity assessment enables two critical system capabilities. First it identifies the individual steps and processes
that pose risks to human operators. This information can be
used for the automatic reassignment of roles and responsibilities provided sufficient system capacity, and for the automatic
restructuring of task processes when known alternatives exist.
Second, the severity assessment identifies the risk for the task
as a whole. This information can be used as a larger input
when evaluating higher-level processes for safety and system
prognostics.
The goal of the risk abatement is to improve the safety of
a task by minimizing either the risk or the impact of the hazard. The ideal abatement solution reduces both the likelihood
and potential severity of the hazards such that the risk severity
for the entire task is at most 1. This is accomplished by two
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different mechanisms. First, limit or modify the exposure to
the risks by choosing alternative collaboration types, changing
tools, changing task processes, or adding or changing safeguards. Second, limit or modify the effects of the exposure by
changing process settings (e.g., lowering the applied forces or
pressures, or slowing down the robot), adding or modifying
personal protective equipment (PPE), or changing design characteristics of the workcell (e.g., adding padding to the robot
or rounding sharp edges).
Proposed changes should be weighed against their potential impact on the task performance and any prior or ensuing
tasks. For example, adding safeguards to prevent access to the
workcell while a robot is drilling parts may also slow or inhibit
collaborative subtasks in which the robot and a human worker
are inserting retaining bolts into the holes the robot drilled.
In a previous report [23], we presented a mechanism to measure the impact that implementing new safety protocols on an
existing process will have on the process’ productivity. The
productivity metric is simple, but provides a convenient input
when designing and assessing hazard abatement strategies. The
task impact is measured as
pr =

tˆ
.
tr

(1)

Here, pr is the impact for implementing the rth abatement
strategy, t̂ is the nominal time to accomplish a task without
hazard abatement, and tr is the time to complete the same task
with the hazard abatement strategy in effect.
In our example, subtasks 1.2.2 and 1.4.2 both have a maximum hazard risk of 2. The highest risk of injury in subtask
1.2.2 pertains to the risk of cutting/stabbing from the sharp
ends of the springs, while several aspects of subtask 1.4.2
contribute to the potential for a pinching injury.
The cutting/stabbing hazard of subtask 1.2.2 can be mitigated by three possible means. First, the sharp ends can be
rounded to eliminate the cutting and stabbing hazards entirely.
Second, the human operator can be required to wear cutresistant gloves to reduce the likelihood of hazard occurrence
from occasional to improbable. Third, a second robot process could be inserted into the assembly task to perform
the human’s subtasks. Depending on the sourcing of the
springs, the first option may not be a viable solution without significantly impacting the throughput or efficiency of the
manufacturing process. Specifically, grinding springs is both
difficult and labor-intensive, and often introduces new hazards.
The third option (adding a new robotic process) will require
specialized tooling (i.e., a robot gripper capable of grasping
springs) and additional time and effort to write and maintain
the robot’s programming. The risk abatement strategy that has
the least impact on productivity is thus the second option in
which the human operator is required to wear PPE to effectively remove the likelihood of injury. Reassessing the risk
severity, this reduction in severity is reflected in Table V in
the abatement strategy column, and the post-abatement hazard
is recorded.
As with the cutting/stabbing hazard of subtask 1.2.2, the
pinching hazard of subtask 1.4.2 has a number of potential abatement strategies available. First, the collaboration

Fig. 4. Example robot cell with a grinding station and a loading station. A
protective guard fence surrounds the robot and the loading station is separated
from the robot’s work volume by a low barrier that allows the operator to reach
inside to hand a part to the robot.

mode could be changed from simultaneous to synchronous
by reordering the subtasks such that the human must insert all
springs prior to the spool valve being inserted. This effectively
removes the pinching hazard by ensuring that the human’s
hands will never be in the working envelope of the active
robot. However, it will remove the possibility of parallelizing
the assembly process, and will impact the time necessary to
complete the subassembly. A second option stems from the
observation that the severity of the pinching hazard is based
on the force with which the robot pushes the spool valve into
place. Minimizing the applied force from 100 to 40 N also
reduces the potential severity of the pinching hazard from
moderate to minor. However, this will also extend the assembly time by subsequently slowing the motions of the robot
as it inserts the spool valve. A third option is to remove
the robot altogether and have the human operator insert the
spool valve. While this completely eliminates the pinching
hazard, it has the same effect on the assembly time as the
first option, and may incur additional time penalties due to
the binding of parts that the robots were initially employed to
avoid. Of the three, the second option (to reduce the applied
force from 100 to 40 N) has the lowest potential for negatively
impacting the assembly process. This abatement strategy and
the post-abatement risk are recorded in Table VI.
VI. C ASE S TUDY: PART H ANDOFF
In this section we present a simple, illustrative example of a
collaborative task in which an operator must hand a workpiece
to a robot for further machining.
A. Task Description
An assembly line is being designed that integrates both
human workers and industrial, collaborative. The manufacturing process involves the assembly of parts and post-assembly
surface finishing. The part has a mass of 2.5 kg, and its surfaces are rough, but not sharp. During the initial design phase,
it was decided that the robots would handle the surface finishing in a closed workcell into which entry is impossible
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while the robot is active. The surface finishing is accomplished
using a stationary grinder, against which the robot holds the
workpiece using a custom pneumatic gripper that fixtures the
part firmly in its grasp with a known orientation. The human
operators, in turn, would perform the more difficult task of
assembling the parts prior to finishing. To save time and integration costs, the transition between the two processes would
be a direct transfer of parts from man to machine. The collaborative task, therefore, would be a part handoff, where the
robot would take the assembled parts out of the hands of a
human operator. Prior to bringing this new assembly process
online, a risk assessment must be completed to ensure operator safety. The hand assembly process is legacy, and the risks
and abatement strategies are well known. The robotic finishing process is new, but was installed by an integrator who
also provided a full risk assessment, and installed safeguards
to ensure operator safety. The parts handoff, however, has not
yet had a hazard review.
The handoff process consists of the following steps. Once
a part has been assembled, the operator moves to a loading
station (Fig. 4). The robot senses the operator’s presence via a
pressure sensitive mat, and moves its end effector to a predefined location within reach of the operator at 500 mm/s while
the operator stands at the ready. Prior to this point the robot
is stationary within its workcell. The operator then presents
the part to the robot by placing it inside the gripper’s jaws,
which clamp down on the part when it is detected to be within
acceptable pose tolerances. The gripper has been designed to
automatically correct for minor part orientation and position
errors, and holds the part firmly by applying 200 N/mm2 of
force at all contact points, and the robot’s program logic will
close the gripper only when the robot itself is stationary. The
robot will not move again until the operator moves off of
the pressure sensitive mat and away from the loading station,
after which it performs the surface finishing process inside the
confines of its workcell. Three distinguishable phases can be
easily identified in this task: 1) bring the part to the robot;
2) hand the part to the robot; and 3) then depart from the
robot station.
B. Task Decomposition
From the task description above, one possible task decomposition for the part handoff process is as follows.
1. Part handoff:
1.1. Bring part to loading station:
1.1.1. Approach loading station with part, stepping
onto pressure-sensitive mat.
1.1.2. Move robot to loading configuration.
1.2. Hand off part to robot:
1.2.1. Align part with robot’s gripper fingers in proper
orientation.
1.2.2. Close robot gripper firmly onto part.
1.3. Leave loading station:
1.3.1. Step off of pressure-sensitive mat and away
from loading station.
1.3.2. Move robot into surface finishing workcell.
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Subtasks 1.1 and 1.2 involve the operator’s contact with the
part, so known part-related hazards can be automatically associated with these subtasks. Of the three ordinate-1 subtasks,
only 1.2 involves physical interaction with the robot, though
subtask 1.1.2 involves a potential collision hazard as the robot
moves into the loading configuration. Subtask 1.3 involves no
possible interaction with either the part or the robot, so only
normal environmental risks need to be considered.
C. Risk Assessment
In the task decomposition, three ordinate-2 subtasks are
identified that have possible physical interaction between the
operator and the robot: 1) 1.1.2 “Move robot to loading configuration;” 2) 1.2.1 “Align part with robot’s gripper fingers in
proper orientation;” and 3) “Close robot gripper firmly onto
part.” We will evaluate these in the order presented.
In subtask 1.1.2, the robot moves at 500 mm/s toward
the human operator, and the activities of both the operator
and robot are simultaneous as they near the loading position.
Beyond what was presented in the task description, not much is
currently known about the robot. Assume that as we look at the
robot’s specifications, we learn that both the robot and its gripper are stiff, the gripper is actuated by 100 PSI to achieve the
200 N/mm2 of applied pressure at each contact point (though
in this subtask the gripper is not being used), and that the robot
has a maximum acceleration of 1000 mm/s2 and a total mass of
300 kg. The loading station was designed such that all immovable surfaces are at least 500 mm beyond the robot’s work
volume, and the process engineers have assessed nominal completion times for manual operations based on average walking
speeds and empirical evaluations. Based on this information,
we can identify the following hazards for subtask 1.1.2: high
pressure (pneumatic gripper), impact (robot, pneumatic gripper), neck/back strain (human standing), neck/back/arm strain
(human carrying), excessive flexion (human carrying), muscle strain (human carrying), excessive carry weight (human
carrying). During a detailed evaluation of the process, it
was determined that the ergonomic hazards may occasionally
occur, but their severity is expected to be minor (low risk).
Moreover, the high-pressure hazard is determined to be both
remote and minor (low risk) due to engineering constraints
on the hose connectors. The impact hazard is deemed to be
remote, but could result in moderate to severe injury (medium
risk) should the human move too close to the loading position while the robot is still moving. The risk assessment for
subtask 1.1.2 is thus reflected in Table VII.
In subtask 1.2.1, the operator must lift and position the
part into the robot’s waiting gripper. Here, it is assumed that
the robot is stationary and that actions occur sequentially,
but it is also possible that the operator begins moving the
part toward the robot while the robot is still moving. We
can reuse much of the information that has already been
identified, and thus assess the following risks: high pressure
(pneumatic gripper), crushing (robot), pinching (robot), impact
(robot, pneumatic gripper), neck/back strain (human standing), neck/back/arm strain (human carrying, human lifting),
excessive flexion (human carrying, human lifting), muscle
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TABLE VII
PART H ANDOFF S UBTASK 1.1.2 (M OVE ROBOT TO L OADING C ONFIGURATION ) R ISK A SSESSMENT

TABLE VIII
PART H ANDOFF S UBTASK 1.2.1 (A LIGN PART W ITH ROBOT ’ S G RIPPER F INGERS I N P ROPER O RIENTATION ) R ISK A SSESSMENT

strain (human carrying, human lifting), excessive carry weight
(human carrying, human lifting). As before, only the impact
hazard has a risk of medium or greater due to the potential for simultaneous occupancy and motion within the shared
workspace. These risks are reflected in Table VIII.
Again, for subtask 1.2.2 we can reapply many of the previous ergonomic assessments. Because the robot will only close
the gripper when the robot is stationary, any possible impact
with the robot will be the result of the operator’s actions. The
question now is, under what circumstances could injury possibly occur? For this subtask, the biggest risk is of crushing and
pinching the operator by the pneumatic gripper. Such injuries
can occur if the operator’s hands are between the gripper fingers and the workpiece, or if a sensing error mistakes the
operator’s arm or hand as the work piece and clamps down
prematurely. Moreover, if the part is not securely gripped,
it can be ejected from the gripper and impact the operator. Thus, the following hazards are identified: high pressure

(pneumatic gripper), crushing (pneumatic gripper), pinching
(pneumatic gripper), impact (pneumatic gripper, workpiece),
falling load (workpiece), neck/back strain (human standing),
neck/back/arm strain (human carrying, human lifting), excessive flexion (human carrying, human lifting), muscle strain
(human carrying, human lifting), and excessive carry weight
(human carrying, human lifting). Without proper safeguards,
it is determined that the crushing, pinching, impact, and
falling load hazards can occasionally happen, and can result
in injuries ranging from minor to severe (low to serious risk).
These risks are reflected in Table IX.
D. Risk Abatement
From the risk assessment, it is clear that the largest hazards
stem from the potential for the robot and operator to simultaneously move in the shared workspace and from crushing and
pinching hazards caused by the robot’s gripper. A number of
preventative measures can be taken to abate these risks, though
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TABLE IX
PART H ANDOFF S UBTASK 1.2.2 (C LOSE ROBOT G RIPPER F IRMLY O NTO PART ) R ISK A SSESSMENT

many of these steps are not without drawbacks. For instance,
let us first look at the impact risk with a moving robot. The
handoff process can be altered such that the robot must already
be in the waiting configuration before the operator is allowed
to enter the loading station. However, if the robot is not already
in this position before the operator arrives at the loading station, the operator will be forced to wait for the robot to be
ready. This ultimately impacts the process time, and can result
in delays elsewhere on the assembly line. Similarly, reducing
the robot’s speed and acceleration mitigates the risk, but also
impacts the process time.
However, neither of these abatement strategies address the
severe risk of crushing caused by the robot’s gripper. The operator could be required to wear PPE that reduces the crushing
hazard, but it is likely that such PPE would also get in the
way during the assembly process preceding the handoff. This
would require the operator to put on and remove the PPE
multiple times throughout the production process. Reducing
the gripping force would also reduce the crushing and pinching hazards, but may result in the part being ejected during
the surface finishing stage. Similarly, a new gripper could be
designed such that the part could be held just as securely with
less pressure. But this would require a new, expensive process
of design and fabrication, and would impact the assembly line
until the new gripper is ready for deployment.
One possible abatement strategy involves a redesign of the
handoff process. Rather than the operator handing the part
directly to the robot, he will instead insert the part into a
fixture that will hold the part in a known position and orientation. The same sensors that were used to verify the part was
between the robot’s gripper fingers can now be used, instead,
to verify the presence of the part in the fixture. Meanwhile,

the robot remains in its workcell until it verifies that: 1) a part
has been placed in the fixture and 2) the operator has left the
loading station. Once both conditions are met, the robot will
then acquire the part from the fixture and proceed with the
surface finishing process. Standard safeguards can be put in
place at the workstation such that, if an operator enters while
the robot is acquiring the part from the fixture, the robot will
immediately stop until the operator has left again. This abatement strategy eliminates all impact, crushing, and pinching
hazards at the cost of requiring a new fixture to be designed
and turning a collaborative task into a noncollaborative task.
VII. D ISCUSSION
This paper introduced a strategy for characterizing and
assessing the task-based safety of collaborative manufacturing
tasks. By utilizing a flexible ontology for task decomposition,
the safety of a given task can be assessed quickly by evaluating
the base elements of its subtask components. These elements
then provide the bases for mitigating hazard risks.
When coupled with the construction of a database of similar
tasks and subtasks, this methodology lends itself to the partial or full automation of risk assessment and abatement for
collaborative tasks. Through the breakdown of a task’s subcomponents, the process of identifying and assessing risks,
assigning roles and responsibilities to humans and robots,
and suggesting risk-reducing steps can be executed efficiently
through software. Ongoing efforts at NIST include extending, generalizing, and refining this methodology to describe
both the processes and the roles of task contributors. Across
many different fields, activity-based risk assessments are being
defined where the hazards are separate from the tools and
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environments utilized. As more flexible and intelligent robot
systems are integrated into human-occupied environments, the
number and requirements for these task-based risk assessments
will increase. NIST is actively working with industry partners
and standards organizations to identify and refine test methods
and metrics for the verification and validation of the safety of
these flexible robotic systems.
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